Advantage Sports & Leisure have the latest
products and knowledge to design, construct or
re-surface your cricket facilities. From multiple
bay cricket practise nets to centre cricket
wickets our product will suit all levels and
abilities.
SYNTHETIC GRASS
Advantage Test 9
Advantage Test 9 has been developed after extensive
research and has been specifically designed for cricket.
It is a heavy duty, double-backed product designed for
our harsh range of climatic conditions with the highest
level of UV stabilisation available. Advantage Test 9 is
the ideal product for practise cricket nets, centre
wickets and indoor cricket.
Supergrasse
Supergrasse is a 9mm product with the appearance of
a natural turf wicket. The two tone yarn of green and
barge gives the wicket a more natural look allowing the
batter and bowler to feel more at home when at the
crease.
Centurion Cricket Wicket
The Centurion Cricket Wicket is made from 100%
recycled PET drink bottles. Structured as a
non-directional, durable monofilament yarn it is
expected to last up to 50% longer. It also adds the
benefits of a natural wicket appearance, which helps
the batter keep their eye in before the game.
Rebound Ace Cricket
The new Rebound Ace Cricket wicket has turf-like
qualities. It prepares both batsmen and bowlers for a
game, as it offers a more natural bounce. The product
is constructed from multiple layers including a 4mm
underlay mat. Not being a synthetic grass, it also allows
play to continue in wet weather as the product has a
seamless sealed surface.
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